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Priority Growth Node 

Greater Scott’s Addition

Vision
Greater Scott’s Addition is home to a series of 
neighborhoods that provide new employment and 
housing developments connected by a series of open 
spaces and a transportation network that support 
families and aging-in-place. The variety of housing 
options and employment in Greater Scott’s Addition 
provide opportunities for low-income, moderate-
income, and high-income households. The Diamond 
is demolished and a new multi-purpose stadium is 
constructed along Hermitage. Uses along Hermitage, 
a public plaza, and the crescent park complement 
the new stadium development. Visitors to Greater 
Scott’s Addition have the option to safely arrive by 
foot, bike, transit, or car. Parking is centralized in a 
few parking garages to encourage users to park once 
and visit multiple destinations. The signature public 
park, a crescent park, between Ashe and Hermitage 
serves as a central convening space and is connected 
with greenways to multiple smaller public parks.

Growth Potential
In 2019, there were approximately 458 acres of 
vacant/underdeveloped land in Greater Scott's 
Addition, representing 60% of Greater Scott's 
Addition's total land area.

Primary Next Steps
 – Rezoning: Rezone Greater Scott’s Addition in 
alignment with the Future Land Use Plan (Goal 1).

 – Request for Proposals: Issue a Request for 
Proposals to redevelop the City-owned land 
between N. Ashe Boulevard and Hermitage Road 
using the Greater Scott's Addition Framework 
Plan and including elements such as crescent 
park, low-income housing, breaking up super 
blocks to create a street grid incorporating 
features that support walking, biking, and transit 
such as engaging architecture, public space, 
sidewalks, street trees, buildings built to the 
street, and street furniture (Goals 2, 4, 8, 9, 14, 17)

 – Great Streets: Transform N. Ashe Boulevard and 
Hermitage Road into Great Streets, featuring 
buildings addressing the street, underground 

National/Regional Node
A center with significant cultural, 
entertainment, government, and 
business destinations as well as 
shopping, housing, and unique 
place-based attractions

Priority Growth Node 
Nodes that are targeted for 
growth in residents, jobs, and 
commercial activity over the 
next 20 years

Downtown

Neighborhood Node
A local crossroads typically within, 
or next to, large residential areas 
that o�ers goods and services to 
nearby residents, employees, and 
visitors

Micro Node
A notable place in a neighborhood 
that provides goods and services 
primarily to the immediate 
residents that may also attract 
visitors
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Greater Scott's Addition — Regional/National Node
This area has excellent access to I-95/I-64 and 
features the Baseball Diamond and primarily 
industrial areas that are transitioning to mixed-use. 
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utilities, street trees, lighting, enhanced transit, 
and other amenities (Goal 9, Goal 17).

 – Bridge Feasibility: Increase connectivity and 
access among neighborhoods in Greater Scott's 
Addition by creating new bridges from Leigh 
Street to the Diamond, Mactavish Street to 
Rosedale Avenue, and Norfolk to Hamilton Street 
(Goal 9).

 – Marketing: Market Greater Scott's addition to 
grow, retain, and attract businesses in the target 
industries (Goal 11).

 – Green Infrastructure: As part of the 
redevelopment of the Diamond site, develop 
a district-wide green infrastructure system to 
reduce flow of stormwater into the Combined 
Sewage System, reduce the heat-island effect, 
and increase the tree canopy, among other 
benefits (Goal 17).

 – Housing: As part of the redevelopment of the 
Diamond site, create more housing, rental and 
ownership, at various price points, including units 
for low-income households (Goal 14).

 – Park Creation: As part of the redevelopment 
of the Diamond site, develop a series of parks, 
including the signature crescent park, and 
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Greater Scott's Addition Complete Street Illustration
Streets for everyone designed and operated to enable safe access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, 
and transit riders while also incorporating stormwater infrastructure

investigate a funding source for park creation 
and maintenance, such as a bond or a special 
park district assessment to fund more parks in 
the area (Goal 17).
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Greater Scott's Addition Framework Plan
This Framework Plan is the result of a planning process in 2019-2020 that included public meetings and three surveys with 
over 1,300 responses. The Framework Plan envisions several districts connected by a series of open spaces and Complete 
Streets (described on the next two pages). 
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Districts
A | GATEWAY DISTRICT

Regional destination for offices, 
shopping, and entertainment with 
landmark architecture

B | BALLPARK AND 
ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT

Lively community integrated with 
entertainment and a new sports 
venue

C | OWNBY DISTRICT

A core of dense mixed-use 
development employing the latest 
in sustainable practices relating 
to energy and water on a district 
scale

D | ALLISON DISTRICT

Dense, compact, transit-oriented 
mixed-use development anchored 
by a reconnected street grid

E | INDUSTRIAL MIXED-USE 

Continued evolution of 
Scott’s Addition combining 
entertainment, residential, office, 
and light industrial uses

F | OFFICE PARK

Office park development

Example Places in Other Cities
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Open Space Network
1 | BALLPARK AND PLAZA

Vibrant outdoor space activated 
by the baseball stadium

2 | CRESCENT PARK

Signature urban public space 
with passive lawns and a relaxing 
atmosphere with integrated 
green infrastructure to support 
water quality (site for large-scale 
community events)

3 | LANDMARK BRIDGE

Bridge over the CSX tracks 
connecting the crescent park and 
development on the north side to 
the Pulse Corridor

4 | SOUTHERN PARK

Public space with sports 
fields and active-use areas for 
youth with integrated green 
infrastructure that supports water 
quality

5 | PUBLIC FLEX SITE

Space to meet future community needs such as a school, library, rec center, or public space

6 | PEDESTRIAN & BICYCLE 
BRIDGE 

Safe and comfortable urban 
bridges over the train tracks

7 | NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS

Small Nodes of public space in 
which neighborhood activities are 
centered

Example Open Spaces and Features from Other Cities
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Diamond Site Potential Transformation
The urban neighborhood created along N. Arthur Ashe Boulevard [top] is possible because the grand Crescent 
park [bottom] tucked in the middle of the site establishes a strong design edge, providing an oasis to enjoy nature, 
gather, and relax.
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Greater Scott's Addition Conceptual Aerial
Crescent park, a signature element, anchors a series of green spaces that connect a new baseball stadium, 
residential areas, and employment.
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